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FOX AND PEARL TO OPEN JULY 12 IN RESTORED 
BUILDING IN KANSAS CITY’S HISTORIC WESTSIDE NEIGHBORHOOD 

______________________________________________________ 

Chef Vaughn Good’s much-anticipated Midwestern bistro will feature responsibly sourced artisan fare, craft cocktails, 
organic and biodynamic wines and vinyl record collection spun on vintage sound system  

in a relaxing, down-to-earth space. 
 

WHO:  Fox and Pearl 
WHAT:  Grand Opening 
WHEN:  5 p.m. Friday, July 12, 2019 
WHERE:  2143 Summit St., Kansas City, Missouri 64108 
RESERVATIONS:  https://www.foxandpearlkc.com/eat 
 
After many months of painstaking renovation of a 112-year-old Westside building originally constructed as the 
lodge hall for a Swedish fraternal organization, chef Vaughn Good and partner Kristine Hull are set to open the 
doors to Fox and Pearl.  

Consistently appearing on lists of Kansas City’s most-anticipated 2019 restaurant openings, the Midwestern 
bistro has put down roots in a neighborhood that attracted Good and Hull because of its vibrant sense of 
community. The couple resides within walking distance of Fox and Pearl, which takes its name from the middle 
names of the couple's two young daughters.  

“We wanted the space to have a sense of timelessness to suit the building and the neighborhood, to create a 
restaurant we hope will become a tradition,” owner, designer and events manager Hull says. 

Fox and Pearl showcases Good’s unique brand of roots cooking 
Chef-owner Good’s responsibly sourced artisan fare made his original restaurant, Hank Charcuterie in 
Lawrence, a popular dining destination. Along with chef de cuisine Isaac Hendry, Good will rely on a rustic, 
custom-built wood-fired hearth to create a variety of small and large plates and family-style meals. Exquisite 
charcuterie boards will feature items from the custom curing room on Fox and Pearl’s lower level. 
 
“We’re all about trying to create sustainable, authentic and soulful Midwestern bistro fare,” Good says.  

Fox and Pearl’s locally sourced menu is built around the relationships Good has cultivated over the years with 
family-owned farms and the finest regional producers. Even the distinctive, earthen-fired ceramic stoneware, 
produced by Lawrence craftsman Mike Crouch, is displayed in open shelving near the kitchen and serves to 
reinforce a signature style that makes the restaurant’s Instagram feed so deliciously appealing.  
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In addition to responsibly raised and house-cured meats, Fox and Pearl’s seasonally inspired menu will offer 
Missouri trout, crispy fried chicken and nearly a dozen vegetable dishes. Desserts will also change, though 
Good’s house-made ice creams will be a staple.  

Good and Hull have assembled a team of culinary and beverage professionals who align with their philosophy. 
Richard Garcia serves as Fox and Pearl’s GM and wine steward. Garcia has been a manager and wine steward at 
top Kansas City restaurants including Novel, The Antler Room and The American, and worked with Good and 
Hull at Pachamama’s in Lawrence. His wine list highlights under-represented organic, biodynamic and low 
intervention wines that are approachable and food-friendly, but also delicious on their own. Bar manager Katy 
Wade, who has tended bar at high-profile restaurants like The Rieger and Voltaire and served on opening teams 
for Julep and Golden Ox, will develop creative cocktails using sustainable spirits. Hendry, who worked alongside 
Good at Hank, rounds out the Fox and Pearl team.  

Aesthetic and architectural elements abound at Fox and Pearl 
At the front door, patrons are greeted by blue and white mosaic tile that vividly recalls the space's earlier 
incarnation as a drugstore. Fully restored by Kansas City preservationist Adam Jones, the interior boasts 
dramatic features such as 12- to 16-foot ceilings, original maple floors and banks of storefront windows and 
leaded glass transoms lining the south and west facades.   
 
The windows flood the space with natural light, making it ideal for growing plants. Hull, who has a design degree 
and a sharp eye, took full advantage by filling the dining areas with food-focused plants such as citrus, olive and 
fig trees, along with herbs, to add shading, warmth and texture.  

Fox and Pearl features an open kitchen with two main dining areas (the main level/bar and upper kitchen level) 
separated by a wide staircase, offering seating for 80. Spiral stairs descend into a surprisingly intimate speakeasy-
style bar area outfitted with green velvet booths and banquettes and punctuated by exposed rock and brick. 
Outside, a secluded but spacious brick patio serves as a lush urban oasis, complete with a pergola, table and 
bench seating, and plants from Hull’s curated collection.  
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About Chef Vaughn Good 
Vaughn Good grew up in Lawrence, Kansas, and his culinary heritage is rooted in his grandmother’s Southern and Midwestern cooking. He 
attended The International Culinary Center (founded as the French Culinary Institute) and, after returning to his hometown, worked with 
chef Ken Baker at Pachamama’s. In 2014, he opened Hank Charcuterie in Lawrence in a former gas station on Massachusetts Street. What 
started as a butcher shop quickly evolved into a full-service restaurant. Because many of their customers drove in from Kansas City, Good 
and partner Kristine Hull decided to move their family to Kansas City’s Westside neighborhood and work out of a nearby temporary space to 
guide the renovation of their new restaurant. Fox and Pearl features cuisine prepared using a variety of techniques, including smoking, 
pickling and fermenting. For more information and reservations, visit https://www.foxandpearlkc.com. 

 
 
 
 


